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Management Information System,
ERP and CRM
Time : Three Hours

Maximum Marks : 70
Note: i) Attempt any five questions.

ii) All questions carry equal marks.

1. a) Describe management information system as a strategic tool. Quote examples of Indian
industries to support your answer.

b) Explain the role of MIS in making various structured and unstructured decisions in any organization.

2. a) What is a Value chain? Describe process of value chain mapping and how information
management helps in this process.

b) Differentiate between feed forward and feedback control. Which system is better and why?

3. a) Compare Steven Alter’s work system and compare it with input-output model of work system.
b) Explain five views of work system viz. structure, performance, infrastructure, context and risk

and their effect on production performance.

4. a) Explain each term clearly taking suitable examples to support your answer
i) Data ii) Information,
iii) Knowledge iv) Intelligence
v) Wisdom

b) How information measurement is done and why is it considered stochastic? Quote suitable
examples to support your answer.

5. a) Explain system analysis and development life cycle for in-house software development of MIS.
b) How system investigation is done to analyze the needs of the MIS? How these needs are

incorporated in the design of the MIS.

6. a) How the enterprise resource planning has evolved from Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP)?
b) What is supply chain management? Comment on the statement “ A supply chain is as strong as

its weakest link.”

7. a) Why Business Process Re-Engineering is gaining importance? What benefits are offered by
BPR to any organization?

b) What are the benefits of Customer Relationship Management (CRM)? How would you
implement CRM in a typical large departmental store like Big Bazar?

8. a) What are the available ERP modules? What are the difficulties and challenges in implementing
ERP modules in a traditional manufacturing organization?

b) Write short notes on any two of the following:
i) Information Technology support to MIS
ii) Role of vendor in ERP implementation
iii) Maintenance of MIS
iv) Human as information processor
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